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Chinese Made Easy for Kids has been published since 2005 and is available in both simplified and

traditional character versions. It has since been translated into Germany, French, Spanish, Russian,

Portuguese and Arabic. CME for kids is widely used by teachers and students in more than 30

countries. CME for Kids (Book 1-4) is designed for primary school children, who start learning

Chinese as beginners. After completing this series, children will be able to recognize over 500

Chinese characters, write from memory approximately 100 simple Chinese characters and develop

communication skills in Chinese from an early age.
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This is a workbook where you can trace radicals and characters, but it needs explanatory material.

You need to know the meaning of what you are tracing. (Maybe I missed the text!) A lot of Chinese

books show how to draw characters, but need to get more into how to use them (like in sentences).

You learn best by practical application.

Be advised that this should not be purchased without the textbook. I bought it as a stand-alone

product and it was not understandable without the textbook.



See above review, disappointing with many gaps that are not explained in the text.

This textbook is fantastic, especially when paired with the workbook. It teaches your child how to

write many different mandarin characters. Would recommend to anyone looking to enhance their

child's foreign language experience.

To be honest, I am a native Chinese speaker but I don't know how to use this book.

This is the textbook used in my daughters Mandarin class. She has been learning Chinese for

almost 2 yrs now, and making great progress. They only bring the accompanying workbook home,

and I have since began learning the language as well. Very helpful, and set up the way kids are

learning their own language, in China. Glad I was able to find it here. Easy to follow, and

interesting--lol, even for adults.

Picked this up for an immigrant mother who wanted to re-teach her 2 children the language they

were born with.It is simple and basic for children as well as for mother, as she is learning English

from her US born children and her children arelearning to read, write and speak Mandarin. Excellent

workbook for both English and Mandarin.

The textbook provides a good introduction for young kids - and for their grandmother, who is going

to China with them! Lots of helpful repetition and useful phrases for beginning learners as well as

easy to follow lessons on reading and writing the characters. We liked the textbook more than the

workbook.
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